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Abstract. When we apply reinforcement learning onto multi-agent en-
vironment, credit assignment problem will occur, because it is sometimes
difficult to define which agents are the real contributors. If we praise all
agents, when a group of cooperative agents get reward, some agents
which did not contribute it will also reinforce their policies. On the other
hand, if we praise obvious contributors only, indirect contribution will
not be reinforced. For the first step to reduce this dilemma, we propose
a classification of reward, and then investigate the feature of it. We treat
a positioning task on SoccerServer for the experiments. The empirical
results show that direct reward takes effect faster and helps obtaining
individuality. On the contrary, indirect reward takes effect slower, but
agents tend to form a group and obtain another effective positioning.

1 Introduction

When we apply reinforcement learning[5] onto multi-agent environment, prob-
lems peculiar to multi-agent environment arise. The problem that maximizing
reward of individual agents does not guarantee maximizing the reward of the
whole cooperative group of agents is one of them. We focus on this problem and
are going to solve this by deciding whom to reward. Supposing the environment
that many robots, which is unfamiliar to each other, are learning cooperative
tasks without communication, we put the following constraints to the experi-
ment environment. Supposing the environment that many robots meet the first
time each other, we did our experiment under the constraints that agents learn
simultaneously without communication in noisy environment. There are some
researches which deal with similar environment. Sen et.al [8] showed that nor-
mal Q-learning[3] can acquire the optimal policy without sharing information
by block pushing problem, and Arai[2] reported effectiveness of Profit-Sharing[4]
in noisy multi-agent environment without communication, using pursuit Game.
However, both of them are such kind of problem that maximizing reward of each
agent lead to maximizing the reward as a whole automatically. In this paper we
treat a positioning problem on simulated soccer, in which indirect helps are sig-
nificant contribution as well as actions that achieves a goal directly.
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The outline of this paper is as following. In section 2, we introduce a problem
of reinforcement learning on multi-agent environment, and define a classification
of reward as this problem. In section 3, we show the details of our agents and the
learning algorithm. In section 4, we show the result of experiments to investigate
the feature of each kind of reward. And, in section 5, the related works are shown.

2 Problem of Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

2.1 Reinforcement Learning in Multi-agent Environment

Reinforcement learning is a learning method that agents change their policies so
as to maximize rewards given by the environment. We can apply this to a prob-
lem whose optimal action is not known, but we have to reward agents in proper
condition. When a group of agents learns cooperative behaviors with reinforce-
ment learning, the way to distribute the reward is one of the most important
problems, which is called credit assignment problem. This is because indirect
assists will be important factors as well as direct actions result in rewards. But
it is sometimes difficult to define whose assists are worth rewarding, especially
without sharing information, so a method that praise the whole agents is some-
times taken. Further, there is a following dilemma of whether to praise direct
contributions or to praise all agents.

– If some agents which contributed directly only are praised, reinforced actions
are relevant to the reward. But, all agents are going to achieve the goal only
by itself, and after all, the group of agents will not maximize the sum of whole
agents’ reward. This is just like struggling for the reward with themselves.

– If all cooperative agents are praised when they achieved their goal, the com-
bination of the agents’ actions will be reinforced. But, because not all agents
are relevant to the reward, some agents (such as agents just doing explo-
ration) may reinforce bad policies.

It seems useful to use mixture of them in proper ratio, therefore, we have to
investigate the feature of these reward beforehand.

2.2 Direct Reward and Indirect Reward

To distinguish between reward for direct contribution and reward for indirect
contribution in multi-agent reinforcement learning, we call them “direct reward”
and “indirect reward” respectively. The definitions are as followings.

– Direct Reward:
The reward that was not provided if actions of other agents were not changed
and only oneself selected other action.

– Indirect Reward:
The reward that was provided even if actions of other agents were not
changed and only oneself selected other action.
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For example, in robotic soccer, direct reward is given to the player who
succeeded in shooting a goal or simply kicked the ball, and indirect reward is
given to the teammates who guarded opponents or defended their goal. Here,
the point we should pay attention to is that the reward for the agent which
passed the ball to the shooter is direct reward (even if it is called “assist”).
This is because they could not shoot a goal without this action, obviously. The
word of “direct reward” and “indirect reward” is used by Miyazaki[6] also. Their
definitions are very similar to our definition, but different to some extent. In
their definition, using an example of “Pursuit Game”, direct reward is given to
the agent which did the last action to catch the pray, and indirect reward is
given to the other agents. But reward given to these surrounding agents is direct
reward in my definition, because their last action is also necessary to catch the
pray.

3 Details of Learning Agents

3.1 Learning Positioning on SoccerServer

As a testing-ground, we use SoccerServer[7] which is a simulator of robotic soc-
cer. It realized abstracted real-world problem, and has been used for a lot of
researchs. We investigated the feature of direct reward and indirect reward by
experiment on learning effective positioning policy on SoccerServer. In soccer,
positioning policy is closely related to the strength, and position for indirect
contribution is very important as well as position for direct contribution. We
consider an evolution of learning team against fixed positioning team, in which
they completely have the same ability besides positioning. The effectiveness is
measured by the score of the learning team. Both learning and fixed positioning
agents are hand-coded, and behave as following.

– if (lost sight of the ball) look for the ball
– else if(ball is in kickable area) shoot or pass or clear (hand-coded)
– else if(nearest from the ball) chase the ball
– else go back to the base position and trace the ball

Each agent belongs to the learning team decides its base position with its own
neural network. They divide the soccer field into a grid, then the neural network
calculate the expected discounted reward in the case that their base position is
at the center of the cell. The cell with the highest expected score in the neigh-
borhood is selected as the next base position. The inputs of the neural network
are “distance from the closest teammate”, “distance from the closest opponent”,
“x-coordinate”, and “y-coordinate” of the cell. Layout of players on the field is
the state s ∈ S of that time, and distance from teammates and opponents is
the value that reflect the state. Also, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate can be
treated as the next action a ∈ A of the agent. Thus, the neural network is a
function approximation of the action-value function Q(s, a). The agents improve
this function approximation in order to find an effective positioning.
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Fig. 1. A screen-shot: just after the learning experiment began. Learning team (left)
against fixed positioning team (right)

3.2 Learning Algorithm

The purpose of the agent which belongs to the learning team is to find the
optimal policy π, which is defined as the following.

Q∗(s, a) = max
π

Qπ(s, a) (∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A(s))

where S = All possible combination of all players’ position
A = 〈(0, 0), (0, 1)...(max x − 1, max y − 1)〉

In this research, we adopt Monte Carlo method which is a kind of nonbootstrap-
ping method to estimate Qπ(s, a), because of its robustness against violations of
the Markov property [10]. The expected return (because the memory is limited,
we use the expected return in N steps) starting from s, taking the action a and
thereafter following policy π is defined as

Qπ(s, a) ≈ Eπ

{
N−1∑
k=0

γkrt+k+1 | st = s, at = a

}

where 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a discount-rate parameter, and rx is the reward at time x.
Neural network of an agent, which approximate Qπ(s, a), has random weight

at first. Fig.1 shows a screen shot of the early stage of learning. In this figure,
all players are putting position toward the edge of the field. Begin with this
random policy, agents learn with algorithm shown in Fig.2. In the experiment
using the SoccerServer, because it takes long time to change the base position,
we execute 1. for each step, and from 2. to 5. for every 50 steps, indeed. And it is
also an important point that, at the step 2. in the algorithm, the neural network
is recalculated with the weights at that time before doing back propagation.
Because of this, agents do not have to save the condition of the neural network
in each step.
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Initialize,

initialize the neural network
Histry ← empty list
Reward Sum ← empty list
(Both size of History and size of Reward Sum are N)

In each step,

1. If (get reward rt)
From the bottom to the top Reward Sum(n)← Reward Sum(n) + γn−1 · rt

where Reward Sum(n) is the nth element of the Reward Sum from the
bottom, and 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a discount-rate parameter.

2. Take out the top element of History(N) and Reward Sum(N), then reinforce
as the following equation using back propagation.

Q(History(N))← (1− α)Q(History(N)) + α ·Reward Sum(N)

where 0 ≤ α < 1 is a learning rate factor.

3. Shift all elements of the History and Reward Sum to the top direction.

4. Recalculate the best action.{
probability 1− ε at ← maxa Qπt(s, a)
otherwise at ← random a ∈ A

where 0 < ε ≤ 1 is probability of exploration

5. Add the current state-action pair to the bottom of the History.
History(1)← (st, at)
Reward Sum(1)← 0

Fig. 2. Learning algorism in this experiment

4 Experiments

In order to examine a difference of the feature between direct reward and indirect
reward, we did learning test with each reward separately. In each experiment,
we continue executing the soccer simulation of learning team and fixed position
team, and the effectiveness is measured by the score of the learning team in a
unit time. The difference between the learning team by direct reward and the
learning team by indirect reward is only the condition of reward. In both case, we
use discount-rate γ = 0.9, learning rate α = 0.5, and probability of exploration
ε = 0.1.

4.1 Learning with Direct Reward

In the first experiment, agents learn a policy which is effective against a fixed
position team, with direct reward only. We gave agents the direct reward when
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Fig. 3. Score of the learning team rein-
forced only by direct reward against a
team with fixed policy
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Fig. 4. Score of the learning team rein-
forced only by indirect reward against a
team with fixed policy

they kick the ball by themselves. Fig.3 shows the learning curve in which x-
axis indicates the time scale by a minute (= 600 step), and y-axis indicates the
score of learning team in a minute. The score is the average value in one hour.
Because of the randomness produced by the simulator, the learning curve is not
stabilized, but we can see the agent could learn effective positioning. In this
experiment, all agents expected to take close position each other where they can
kick the ball frequently, but the experiment shows that agents took relatively
distributed positioning. This is because only one agent can kick the ball in the
same time and therefore learned having individuality. A typical pattern which
is acquired by the learning team is like Fig.5.

4.2 Learning with Indirect Reward

Second, we did just the same experiment as the first one, except for the reward.
In this experiment, agents get reward only when they see a teammate kicking the
ball. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig.4, and a typical positioning
pattern is like Fig.6. The learning went much slower than the experiment with
the direct reward, but at last, agents shows almost the same efficiency. In this
case, agents acquired a positioning policy that all agents tend to form a group,
and moves together. Even if this indirect reward teaches that “one player is
enough to chase the ball”, the result shows the opposite outcome. This is only
because of the feature of the SoccerServer on which agents can not discriminate
teammates if they are away from each other. With this feature, because some
agents chase the ball and others follow them, this learning team changes its
position by the position of the ball.

4.3 Discussion

In the above two experiments, we can see the following results.

– Direct reward affects learning very quickly, and indirect reward affects learn-
ing relatively slow.
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Fig. 5. Typical positioning acquired by di-
rect reward

Fig. 6. Typical positioning acquired by in-
direct reward

– Both agents showed the same effectivity finally, but they acquired totally
different policy.

– Agents learned with direct reward took distributed formation, and the agents
learned with indirect reward took crowd formation.

In multi-agent environment individuality is very important factor, because that
is related to distribute the role. But, in this experiment, the other acquired
policy also had the similar effectivity, even if they are totally different. Therefore,
mixture of these two kind of rewards is worth testing. Especially, if ”direct
reward” is used in a big ratio at first, and if it is reduced along the time we can
expect that the score during the learning can be improved.

5 Related Works

Observational Reinforcement Learning[1] solved the problem that exploration
causes bad effect on the other agents’ learning in multi-agent environment. They
also treat a positioning task on SoccerServer. Their solution is to use a reward
which reinforce the position where the agents think it is good, by their perception
information. Using this rewarding agents can have almost the same effect as
the exploration, even if it reduce their exploration rate. This method is very
useful, but it is a kind of supervised learning, and agents need to know some
candidate answers beforehand. It is also interesting that, the agents reinforced
by observational reward have similar feature to the agents reinforced by indirect
reward.

Miyazaki[6] also classify the reward for reinforcement learning into direct
reward and indirect reward. But as we already pointed out, the definition is
different from ours. They showed necessary and sufficient condition of direct
and indirect reward ratio to preserve the rationality. In their research, they are
interested in the fixed ratio, but in this paper we focused on the change along
the time.
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6 Conclusion

We proposed a classification of reward, direct reward and indirect reward, in
reinforcement learning. The direct reward affects quickly, and indirect reward
affects slowly. Individuality is acquired using direct reward, but crowd formation
acquired with indirect reward also showed the similar effectivity. We could see the
trade-off between these reward, therefore, changing the mixture ratio of direct
reward and indirect reward during the learning can be a future work.
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